
Aspen OneRoster API Setup
This document outlines how to:

 l Configure the system.
 l Activate OAuth access to test the API  (Application Programming Interface).
 l Test the API.
 l Remove your personal OAuth account (if applicable), and create one for your vendor.

A. Configure the Rostering System

Understanding the OneRoster Specifications
The OneRoster spec has a limited set of user roles, much fewer than Aspen. Therefore, various Aspen 
roles need to be mapped to their corresponding OneRoster role. 
To do this, you must create a new field, OneRoster enumeration, to store the codes for the API to read 
from.
To output persons through the API:

 l The API needs to find a field by the alias ‘rcd_oneroster_enumeration’ that houses the codes;
 l Each student person must have a OneRoster “gender” code;
 l Each teacher person must have a OneRoster “Teacher” code;
 l Each parent person must have a OneRoster “parent” code.

I: Install and Run OneRoster Config Checker Procedure
Import the bundle for the “OneRoster Config Checker” procedure. This procedure will automatically 
install a minimal viable configuration to get the API running.

 1. Run the tool in “Check Config” mode. The output may contain several “WARNING” results for areas 
that have not been configured.

 2. Run the tool in the “Update Config” mode. The tool will make the minimum viable configuration and 
itemizes the changes. (See below for configuration details.)

 3. Run the tool in “Check Config” mode again.
 4. The output confirms that the configurations “PASS.”

Configuration Changes Made by OneRoster Config Checker Procedure (Update Config mode):

 1. Creates a UDF on the Reference Code Common table named OneRoster enumeration, with an 
alias of “rcd_oneroster_enumeration”.

Note: You will need to add this to your field set to see it in a list of codes within a reference 
table.



 2. Checks the “Gender Codes” reference table for codes and adds these corresponding values to the 
OneRoster enumeration field on that table:
 l “female”
 l “male”
 l “non-binary”
 l “unknown”

Note: Only students with Gender set to a code with one of those four values in the OneRoster 
enumeration field will be recognized as valid records by the API. If you use other codes, you will 
need to map them to one of the four, above, in that field.

 3. Checks the Staff Type Codes reference table for the code “Teacher” and adds “Teacher” to the 
corresponding OneRoster enumeration field on that table.

Note: Only those Staff with Staff Type set to a code with “Teacher” in the OneRoster 
enumeration field will be recognized as valid records by the API. You will need to identify other 
codes that your district uses for teachers that you want to be recognized by the API, such as 
“Instructor”.

 4. Checks the “Person Relationship Codes” for the codes “parent” and “guardian” and adds these 
corresponding values to the OneRoster enumeration field on that table.
 l “parent”
 l “guardian”

Note: Only Student Contacts with “Relationship” set to a code with one of those two values 
in the OneRoster enumeration field will be recognized as valid records by the API. If you 
use other codes, such as “Father”, “Mother”, “Step Parent”, you will need to map them to 
one of the two, above, in that field.

Note: If there are values in the CTJ_RELATIONSHIP_CODE field which are not present in 
the Person Relationship Codes reference table, then the API will return an error similar to 
"imsx_description": "no reference-code for code=Great grandparent". To prevent this error, 
the Person Relationship Codes reference table should be updated to include all codes 
present in Aspen. The undesired codes can be disabled or merged with existing codes. To 
update the reference table, navigate to District (Root Organization) > Admin > Data 
Dictionary > Student Contact > Fields > Relationship (CTJ_RELATIONSHIP_CODE). 
Details > Options > Build Reference.... This will generate a new code for any value that 
does not exist in the reference table currently. Then navigate to District (Root 
Organization) > Admin > Data Dictionary > Reference > Person Relationship Codes 
> Codes, and disable any undesired codes and/or set OneRoster enumeration values. 
Search the Aspen Help Center for Merge Reference Codes to understand how to merge 
and update existing codes.
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II: Correct Errors Found by OneRoster Config Checker (Check Config mode)
The bottom of the results may include issues with data that do not match an existing Reference Code (mis-
spellings, legacy values, etc.). Your district will need to clean up this data; otherwise, the API will fail to 
include those users. This can be accomplished by doing either of the following:

 l Updating the data to select an existing Reference Code.
 l Creating a new Reference Code to match the existing data.

Note: The Mass Update tool or the Merge Codes tool can assist you in this work.

Following are examples of bad data for the Relationship field on the Student Contacts table. The 
OneRoster Config Checker procedure found values in that field that were not in the Person Relationships 
reference table.

Note: Even bad or missing data for inactive students, staff, and student contacts results in 
transmission errors via API, so the data needs to be cleaned for all records. Run the Config Checker 
procedure repeatedly in Check Config mode, until there are no errors.

Aspen recommends: Once Student Contacts are cleaned, set the Relationship field on the Student 
Contact table to be “Valid Reference Code Required”. Don’t forget to reload the Data Dictionary.

III: Set Up Non-Required Fields
Aspen allows for the mapping of race codes to one of five OneRoster enumerations, using an abbreviated 
version of the full API enumeration in lower case, to minimize database footprint. The Aspen enumerations 
for the Person Race codes use the codes ‘white,’ ‘asian,’ ‘hawaiian,’ ‘black,’ and ‘indian.’ Once completed, 
your mapping should look something like this:

Description OneRoster 
enumeration API result

American Indian or Alaskan Native indian americanIndianOrAlaskaNative
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Description OneRoster 
enumeration API result

Chinese asian asian

Japanese asian asian

Korean asian asian

Vietnamese asian asian

Asian or Indian asian asian

Other Asian asian asian

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander hawaiian nativeHawaiianOrOtherPacificIslander

Samoan hawaiian nativeHawaiianOrOtherPacificIslander

Tahitian hawaiian nativeHawaiianOrOtherPacificIslander

Other Pacific Islander hawaiian nativeHawaiianOrOtherPacificIslander

African American black blackOrAfricanAmerican

White white white

Caucasian white white

B. Set Up Gradebook (Optional)

To receive grades into the Aspen Gradebook, a few additional steps are required.

 l Your Gradebooks need to be adequately configured.
 l The data then will automatically flow to the Aspen outbound API.
 l Your third-party gradebook will need to obtain this data, and flow it back to the Aspen inbound API.

I: Setting Up the Aspen Gradebook
Gradebook grade pass back requires the Gradebook to be set up in order to receive grades.

 l Each section must have at least one Category. Without this, Aspen cannot create scores or 
calculate averages, because Categories contain the weighting that enables this functionality.

 l Each section must have a Default Grade Scale. Without this, new assignments cannot be created 
from the API. Because OneRoster supports grades that are numeric, it is recommended to use a 
numeric 0-100 scale.

 l Each section must load the Scores list. This creates two preference files that must be in place for the 
API to successfully post assignments and scores to Aspen.
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1. In Aspen, as a teacher
Go to your classes, and set up at least one grading category for each class. Aspen requires a “Category” 
(because of weights) in order for the Gradebook to correctly function. This can be done in Details > Cat-
egory or in Categories > Add.

For each category, make certain that you set a default Grade Scale; otherwise, the grade import will fail.

Aspen recommends: As good practice, ensure that your choice of grade scale, total points, and 
letter/number entry mode are aligned with the choices you make on the third-party vendor’s LMS 
side, so that your score inputs are consistent in both systems.
The “Assignment Defaults: Grade Scale” can be set in Categories > Details.

Note: Setting the default grade scale at the Class Detail level is not sufficient. Aspen will need to 
support assignments at the category level.
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Go to your classes and select the Scores side tab for each class. You can use the VCR buttons at top of 
screen to move from section to section.  You only need view the list, this will create two needed preference 
files.

2. Data now flows to the API
Because OneRoster only supports Category “titles”, and Aspen can have identical titles from class to class, 
the category-to-class mapping is transmitted using the “metadata” field:

3. Third-party implementation
Your third-party vendor must now utilize the metadata field to obtain the Categories for the section, and 
present the user with these options in the third-party user interface. A common use case is a teacher 
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creating an assignment in an LMS will need to select from the Aspen Categories within the LMS, so that 
the LMS can pass back the Category and Score for each assignment. Test scenarios would include:

 l 'GET sections’ will supply the vendor with the associated {categories} object which, due to step 1, will 
contain at least one category ID.

 l ‘PUT lineItems’ will allow the vendor to create assignments into the Aspen Gradebook.
 l ‘PUT results’ will allow the vendor to create student scores for those assignments within the Aspen 

Gradebook.

Additional development information has been supplied to a variety of vendors through the Follett API Part-
ner Program (described at the end of this document); any authorized Aspen partners have already demon-
strated this capability and are ready for Aspen integration.

C. Set Up Temporary OAuth Access for Testing

In order for vendors to access Aspen’s API or Ed-Fi connector, they need to be authenticated using OAuth 
2 protocols. For each vendor, you will need to establish a vendor “ID” and their shared “key”, which will 
grant them access.

 1. Log in to Aspen as an Administrator.
 2. In the District view, go to the Admin tab.
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 3. Go to Security > OAuth Access in the left-hand navigation.

 4. Click on the Options button, and select the Add option.

 5. Check the Enabled access checkbox.
 6. Enter a unique Client identifier for this vendor. Note that the vendor can suggest the name; a good 

policy would be a lowercase, no-space, alphanumeric ID based on the vendor’s product name.
 7. Click on the magnifying glass icon next to the User field to select a user to associate with this OAuth 

login. We recommend using a District Admin user.

Aspen recommends: Create a user specifically for OAuth access, and give it a role with 
privileges dedicated to the OneRoster Specification. 
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 (This is the user that the permissions are based on and that will be logged as accessing the data.)

 8. Click the Edit link next to the Client secret key field to provide a secret key for this login.
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 9. Enter and confirm a secret key that meets the outlined requirements.

 10. Click OK to close the window.
 11. Click Save to finish creating this access.
 12. You should now be able to use this client ID and secret to obtain an OAuth Bearer token to use for 

authenticated Aspen API’s.

D. Test the API to Confirm the Setup

Navigate to https://[Aspen_domain_name]/ims
This will bring you to a software platform named “Swagger,” a third-party tool that Follett uses to provide 
documentation and visibility into the API. 
Industry developers should be very familiar with this tool, and therefore it provides some capabilities for 
them to develop for Aspen; for our sysadmin users, it provides an easy way to test out API calls and see the 
results in a browser, rather than a computer terminal. 
Swagger is not required to enable or use the API; it is simply a tool that can help.
Click the Authorize button near the top of the Swagger screen.
Provide the Client identifier and Client secret key you created in the previous step, and click Authorize.
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If successful, you will be “logged in” to the API for the next 60 minutes. (If your session expires, you will 
need to re-authorize this screen again.)
You can now access the API and, at a minimum, test the following results:
GET /oneroster/v1p1/students

 l Click the Try It Out button, and then click Execute.
 l You should receive a 200 Response, and see some student data displayed in the results.

GET /oneroster/v1p1/teachers

 l Click the Try It Out button, and then click Execute.
 l You should receive a 200 Response, and see some staff data displayed in the results.

GET /oneroster/v1p1/users

 l Click the Try It Out button, and then click Execute.
 l You should receive a 200 Response, and see some student, staff, and contact data displayed.

You can test additional API calls as desired.
Troubleshooting error codes:

Code 200: Success The API is working as expected. See the Response Body for data 
successfully flowing from Aspen (in JSON format). 

Code 500: Server Error Some portion of the configuration is incorrect, and the API cannot pro-
cess the data. Check the "imsx_description" for clues as to the issue 
(gender code, relationship code, etc.) Then, log into Aspen and 
attempt to repair the configuration before continuing testing.

Code 401: Unauthorized Your authentication has expired, or your API access has been turned 
off. Re-authorize yourself.
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A bit more info on Swagger terminology
Some of the API calls do not include an {id} – in those cases, the API returns ALL results within the data-
base.
In some cases, you might want to single out a particular record in the database. For example, you might 
want to request information on a single student. In that case, you would choose
GET/oneroster/v1p1/schools/{id}

In the example above, you are requesting a single student, and the {id} refers to the student’s OID.
 
Here is an example of why you might use GET/oneroster/v1p1/students/

 l Give me a list of all students in the district.

Here are examples of why you might use GET/oneroster/v1p1/students/{id}

 l I have a STD that is logging into the third-party LMS.
 l I want to know the STD first name so I can print “Welcome, XXX”.
 l I don’t want to sift through a list of thousands of students.
 l Give me the information on /student/STD90005xyx6.

Here is an example of why you might use GET/oneroster/v1p1/schools/{id}/students:

 l Give me a list of all students at school SKL9000abc (school’s Aspen OID).

E. Delete Your OAuth Access (if applicable), and Create OAuth for Your 
Vendor

Once you have confirmed that the configuration is working, return to Aspen and delete the OAuth record 
you created for yourself. The API is once again secured.
At this stage, you may create third-party vendor access using the OAuth Access tool in Admin > Security, 
and notify each vendor that you want to exchange data with.

Important: Districts that enable OAuth access are enabling the transmission of student data and 
personally identifiable information via the API to any user that has the client key and client secret (i.e., 
username and password). Extreme care should be exercised in the creation of secure keys 
(passwords) and the communication of them to the vendor through secure communication channels 
(e.g., not in plaintext via email). Districts should use the same high standard of safety they would use 
in handling their own Aspen sysadmin username and password – a user that intercepts this account 
information has unrestricted access to Aspen data.
By using the API, the district agrees to the Follett API Terms and Conditions.
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Vendor Information
If your vendor is seeking information and documentation on Follett’s API capabilities and how to utilize 
them, direct them to Follett’s API Partner Program located at:
https://cloud.k12edu.follett.com/partner-program
Follett has launched a partner program that makes it easy for its Destiny and Aspen customers to imple-
ment time- and cost-saving integrations and streamline data exchange with their existing vendors. The 
API  Partner Program lets Follett help customers extend and enhance the capabilities of their Destiny and 
Aspen solutions, and take full advantage of Follett’s open-APIs via the company’s growing partner port-
folio.
Benefits of the API Partner Program for partners include test-server access, technical support, and mar-
keting and sales opportunities.
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